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Cover: In a Daemen Cdllege laboratory no bigger than a classroom, Daemen faculty members (L-R) 
Dr. Laura E. Edsberg, Director o f the Daemen Natural and Health Sciences Research Center and the 
Center fo r  Wound Healing Research, Dr. Michael S. Brogan, Dean o f the Daemen Division o f Health 
and Human Services, and Dr. Kristin M. Fries, Associate Professor o f Chemistry, are among 
those doing groundbreaking research, shedding new light on the puzzle o f chronic wounds.
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Daemen’s Natural & Health
Sciences Research Center Tackle^l s
a Problem of Global Importance
From the time we are children and 
scrape our knees, we take for granted 
what happens next: cleaned and 
covered with a bandage, the wound 
begins to close, healthy cells regen­
erating until a new layer of skin 
erases the evidence of injury. But 
chronic wounds take a different 
course. They can appear overnight, 
sometimes for reasons that are not 
immediately apparent, and they 
stubbornly resist efforts to promote 
healing. And they can be deadly, 
for the skin no longer forms a pro­
tective barrier against bacteria.
Actor Christopher Reeve, paralyzed 
after falling from a horse, died of 
complications caused by an infec­
tion in a chronic wound. Diabetics, 
the elderly, people who are para­
lyzed, and those with circulatory 
problems are at special risk of devel­
oping chronic wounds.
Even when death does not result, 
the toll is enormous in both human 
and economic terms. Some 2.8 mil­
lion Americans are affected by 
chronic wounds, many suffering 
severe pain, impaired mobility, 
gangrene, amputation, and loss of 
income due to disability. In 2005, 
in the U.S. alone, an estimated $23 
billion was spent on advanced 
wound care.
But in a Daemen laboratory no 
bigger than a classroom, ground­
breaking research is shedding new 
light on the puzzle of chronic wounds 
by tracking the biochemical changes 
that take place in cells at various 
stages of healing. The research 
centers on the premise that, just 
because two wounds look alike to 
the naked eye doesn’t mean they are 
the same at the cellular level, or that 
they will respond the same way to 
the same treatment.
Consider pressure sores, a type of 
chronic wound common among peo­
ple who are bedridden. “If we apply
•• Although chronic 
wounds are mentioned in
many ancient texts, including
the Bible, there was very little 
research in this field until 50
years ago.
pressure to tissue, certain changes 
occur, but they don’t occur in every­
body,” explains Dr. Laura Edsberg, 
Director of Daemen’s Natural & 
Health Sciences Research Center and 
Center for Wound Healing Research. 
“Why are some people different 
from others?” That question drives 
her interest in a field that is largely 
unexplored territory.
The absence of scientific evidence 
has kept medicine stuck in a one-size- 
fits-all approach to treating chronic 
wounds. Dr. Edsberg calls for the 
same logic involved in other areas 
of clinical care. If a patient complains 
of a sore throat, “you don’t just give 
someone penicillin and hope they 
have a streptococcal infection,” she 
says. “You culture cells taken from 
the patient and examine them before 
you make a treatment decision.
“The long-term goal of this project 
is to be able to say, ‘We know how 
different treatments affect the bio­
chemistry of a chronic wound, so let’s
Dr. Laura Edsberg, Director of Daemen’s
Natural & Health Sciences Research Center
w
apply one treatment when the 
wound looks like this biochemically 
and another treatment when it looks 
like that biochemically/” As a first 
step toward that goal, her research 
team is examining fluid collected 
from the wounds of patients in 
Western New York hospitals and 
nursing homes, and comparing the 
biochemistry of wounds that are 
healing with those that are not.
The potential of the project has 
attracted $2 million in funding from 
the U.S. Department of Defense. It 
has united the efforts of Western 
New York physicians, nursing homes, 
and hospitals;clinics in Canada; 
researchers at the University at 
Buffalo and Roswell Park Cancer 
Institute; institutions as far away as 
China; and Daemen College faculty 
and students—all focused on find­
ing answers that could help reduce
human suffering.
The initiative grew from the 
work of Daemen alumnus Michael 
Brogan, DPT, Dean of Health and 
Human Services and a researcher/ 
clinician who has made substantial 
contributions to the understanding 
of chronic wounds, "When doctors 
in the area get stumped on a wound, 
they call Mike Brogan; he’s that good,” 
emphasizes Dr. Edwin Clausen, Vice 
President for Academic Affairs and 
Dean of the College.
Dr. Brogan’s expertise and stature 
in his field were major factors in the 
College’s decision to create the lab, 
which was designed to "utilize our 
existing strengths to focus on a 
specific type of research we were 
very well suited to do,” says Dr. 
Kathleen Murphy, Professor of 
Chemistry. "We had undergraduate 
research programs, but we didn’t
really have a focus for them. The lab 
was established to bring together 
Physical Therapy and the sciences 
and potentially other academic 
areas, to give us a more competitive 
edge for participating in national 
research studies, clinical studies— 
the kinds of things students are very 
interested in.”
The idea of building the lab was 
especially exciting for Dr. Edsberg, 
a mechanical engineer. When the 
concept first began to take shape, 
she was teaching a lab at Daemen as 
an adjunct faculty member. She also 
directed a lab at Sisters Hospital in 
Buffalo, investigating how pressure 
leads to microstructural changes 
in tissue, which in turn lead to the 
development of pressure sores. But 
she was motivated by something 
more than the Jab’s scientific poten­
tial: the enthusiasm and "sky’s the
m■is
'L-R) Dr Raymond 0. Schulte; Dr. Corstiaan 
Brass, and Lynn Kordasiewicz, N.P, health 
care practitioners with The Center for 
Skin integrity in Cheektowaga, NY, are a 
community partner which participates in 
various Wbund-related and other clinical 
initiatives with Daemen College. ...
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limit” attitude of the Daemen under­
graduates she taught. “There’s that 
thirst, that hunger, that energy,” she 
says. The logical conclusion was to 
relocate her lab where she could 
fuel it with that energy all the time.
“When Dr. Edsberg expressed 
an interest in relocating her lab to 
Daemen, we jumped,” Dr. Murphy 
recalls. Together, Drs. Murphy and 
Edsberg wrote a grant proposal 
that won seed funding from the 
James H. Cummings Foundation, 
and Dr. Murphy spearheaded a 
fund-raising campaign that garnered 
more than $40,000 in contributions 
from Daemen College alumni. In a 
bid for federal funding to help the
project take off, Daemen President 
Dr. Martin Anisman, along with Dr. 
Clausen, traveled to Washington, DC, 
to meet with members of the Senate 
and House of Representatives, who 
recognized the immense value of 
the program and subsequently ear­
marked funds for the Department 
of Defense grants.
“We are very appreciative of the 
high level of support that this proj­
ect is receiving from elected officials 
and several notable trusts and 
foundations, as well as the business 
community,” stated Dr. Anisman.
“This research is vital, not only 
because of the obvious importance 
of helping wound sufferers around
the world, but also because it brings 
together a lot of good science. It also 
introduces students to cutting-edge 
technology, and gives them exposure 
to the health care processes in other 
countries -  in Europe, and Asia -  
while exposing European and Asian 
students to how we approach these 
issues in the United States.”
With initial funding in place, Dr. 
Edsberg hired two scientists with 
specialized skills and purchased 
equipment that would enhance 
what was already in place. Then the 
College began building bridges to 
multiply the potential of the project’s 
human capital. Dr. Clausen brought 
in Wesley Hicks, DDS, MD, FACS, a
5
nationally prominent head and 
neck surgeon at Roswell Park 
Cancer institute and Professor of 
Otolaryngology/Head and Neck 
Surgery and Neurosurgery at the 
University at Buffalo. Dr. Hicks “had 
been working on acute and chronic 
wounds fora long time and had 
developed a pool of expertise,”
Dr. Clausen explains. “The nature 
of the research we’ve been doing 
is different from his, but they’re 
complementary.”
“It was a good fit for our research 
group,” agrees Dr. Hicks. “Our research 
is in both chronic and acute wound 
healing. By combining our two 
groups, we’re covering the entire 
spectrum of injury and repair in 
wound healing.”
International collaboration is 
also underway, through the college’s 
affiliation with the Beijing University 
of Chinese Medicine (BUCM), which 
is “world-renowned in traditional 
Chinese medicine,” explains Dr. 
Brogan. “We’re going to work with 
one of their research teams, looking 
at how they try to heal chronic 
wounds with traditional Chinese 
medicine. By examining the bio­
chemistry and assessing why some 
things they do are successful, and 
why some things we do are success­
ful, we may find ways of combining 
strategies.”
The research may result in benefits 
beyond the scope of wound healing, 
for Dr. Hicks notes that “almost 
every aspect of medicine overlaps
'W ê  Students tell us that
participating in the process
made them more interested
in science, because they 
could see applications they
never realized were there. D
— Dr. Kathleen E. Murphy Chemistry 
Professor, and Chair, Daemen Departmet of
Natural Sciences
with rehabilitation medicine.” 
Because similar processes are 
involved, he explains, understanding 
how wounds heal after an injury 
could provide insight into why cells 
grow uncontrollably in cancer 
patients. The connections are also 
clear to Dr. Kristin Fries, Associate 
Professor of Chemistry, who did 
postdoctoral work in immunology 
at Strong Memorial Hospital in 
Rochester. “I can apply a lot of what 
I did there to my work in the lab 
here,” she says.
The research also has important 
implications for treating wounded 
soldiers, notes Dr. Clausen— not only 
because combat injuries can lead to 
pressure ulcers, but also because 
chronic wound research can lay
the groundwork for better ways 
of treating burns sustained in 
explosions. With that objective in 
mind, the Department of Defense 
has provided additional funding 
for a spinoff project, led by Dr. 
Edsberg, that will use samples 
from the wounds of soldiers who 
have been burned to study the 
biochemical changes that take 
place during healing.
While some burn victims heal 
nicely, Dr. Edsberg says, others 
develop keloids— areas of 
abnormally abundant scar tissue 
that are unsightly and can affect 
movement. “What does normal 
burn healing look like, and when 
do you veer off that road?” she 
asks. “Is it something you can 
see early enough so you can treat 
it?” Finding the solution would 
dramatically affect the quality of 
life of military and civilian burn 
victims alike’
At the same time, wound research 
at Daemen College provides a focus 
for innovative teaching methods.
A four-year grant of nearly half a 
million dollars from the Fund for 
the Improvement of Postsecondary 
Education (F1PSE) is underwriting a 
unique program involving Daemen 
and five other colleges. It uses the 
study of chronic wounds to illustrate 
how biotechnology and various 
areas of science can all be brought 
to bear on a single problem. The 
cross-disciplinary approach draws 
on the expertise of faculty from
several fields  ̂ integrating clinical 
and scientific perspectives. Students 
from the six institutions—Daemen, 
New College of Florida, Pitzer College 
in California, and schools in Finland, 
Germany, and Ireland—also take 
part in a one-semester exchange 
program focusing on wound care.
The Natural and Health Sciences 
Research Laboratory at Daemen 
College has also been made possible 
in part through support from The 
George I. Alden Trust and The Edward 
j. Kavanaugh Foundation, and The 
James H. Cummings Foundation. The 
Center's research projects have addi- 
tionally been awarded funding from 
Advanced Hyperbaric Technologies, 
Gaymar Industries, The James R. 
Hayward Research Fund, The National 
Science Foundation, and The New 
York Physical Therapy Association 
Research Designated Fund.
"We’re very proud of the program,” 
says Dr. Murphy, who leads the part­
ner schools in the U.S. and helped 
design the course module. “It has 
exceeded our expectations. Students 
tell us that participating in the 
process made them more interested 
in science, because they could see 
applications they never realized 
were there.”
That’s just one way in which 
Daemen is creating a crucible for 
tomorrow’s scientists and clinicians. 
Outside the classroom, the Natural & 
Health Sciences Research Lab provides 
“a unique opportunity for under­
graduate researchers,” says Dr.
« § : !  Students are amazed 
when they come to Daemen 
and see that a small liberal 
arts college Is making contri 
butlons to science that
haven’t been made. 9 9
—  Michael Brogan, DPT, Daemen Dean of 
Health and Human Services
Edsberg. “They’re working with 
patient samples, seeing how a 
clinical trial runs.”
Biology major Julie Neurohr (’09} 
began working in the lab during her 
junior year. Under the direction of 
Dr. Fries, she helped track the rise 
and fall of homocystein and nitric 
oxide levels in wound samples after 
the application of oxygen to the 
wound surface. The experience has 
“changed my view of everything,” 
she says. “It opened my eyes to the 
medical field. After I started doing 
this, I felt I could actually contribute 
something to people with chronic 
wounds. I like to think about the 
long-term effects and how it could 
be beneficial to someone.”
Dr. Brogan says that’s the essence 
of the Daemen College mission: “We 
prepare people to serve others, and 
this research allows the faculty and 
students and community to work 
together on a humane initiative.”
At the same time, it fulfills “the goals 
and objectives of the liberal arts 
experience—to broaden minds and 
increase the scope of someone’s 
interest.”
Prospective students are taking 
notice of the research center, too, 
notes Dr. Murphy. “It has been a 
wonderful recruiting tool for us.
Our students tend to be very 
focused on the health professions. 
They want to help humanity. The lab 
offers them an opportunity to get 
experience in undergraduate 
research that really has meaning”
“It has allowed us to move in new 
directions, and it will present other 
opportunities in the future,” adds 
Dr. Brogan. “We’ll be able to do much 
more, at a quicker pace. Daemen 
College is being looked at in a differ­
ent light than in the past, because 
of its curriculum, its global vision, its 
research presence. We have a vision 
and a commitment to make that 
vision work.
“Students are amazed when they 
come to Daemen and see that a 
small liberal arts college is making 
contributions to science that haven’t 
been made.”
Dr. Edsberg grins. “We’re at a really 
exciting time here.” I
Administration
Susan M. Marchione has been 
named Service Learning Coordinator. 
Prior to joining Daemen’s administra­
tion, Marchione served as Executive 
Director, ECC 
I; Foundation, Inc., at 
Erie Community 
|  College. Marchione is 
presently a Candidate 




D’Youville College. Additionally, she 
holds a Master of Science degree in 
College Student Personnel Administration 
and a Bachelor of Arts in Communication 
Studies and Political Science. Both 
degrees are from Canisius College.
In her new position, Marchione will 
be responsible for managing and 
directing the Daemen College Service 
Learning Program.
Kathryn Elliott has been named 
Academic Advisor. Elliott holds a Master 
of Education (Ed.M.) 
ja f e  in Higher Education
Administration from 
the University at 
Buffalo (UB). She 
also holds a Bachelor 
of Arts degree in 
Psychology with a 
minor in Human 
Development from SUN Y Geneseo. 
Elliott has held internships in the State 
University College at Geneseo’s Career 
Services Office and Buffalo State 
College’s Academic Advisement Center.
Wendy Orosz has joined Daemen as 
an Academic Advisor. She holds a 
Master’s degree in higher education 
and student personnel from Kent State 




Prior to joining 
S j Daemen, Orosz spent 
the last nine years of 
her career at the 
r  L W  University of Maine, 
and the University of 
Maine at Farmington, 
where she focused in the areas of advis­
ing, retention initiative planning, and 
residential life.
Cheryl Skywark has joined Daemen 
as the Secretary/Administrative Assistant 
to the Vice President 
for Business Affairs. 
Skywark is a graduate 
mM of Mercyhurst College 
and has experience in 
administrative functions, 
student accounts, and 
I  accounts payable, both 
|  in higher education 
and with the Curtiss-Wright Corporation.
Tania Sorrentino has been named 
Registration Counselor. She received a 
Bachelor of Science degree in Elementary 
Education with a Human Development 
Concentration from the State University 
of New York at Geneseo 
in 2000. She received 
a Master of Science 
degree in Childhood 
Education with a 
Math Concentration 
J  in 2002 from the 
I University at Buffalo.
I  Sorrentino also earned 
a Master of Science degree in Counseling 
and Human Services, from Canisius 
College in 2005.
She began her current position as 
a Counselor in the Registrar’s Office, 
evaluating new and continuing students’ 




Thomas P. Wojciechowski has been 
named Director of Web Communications. 
Wojciechowski was most recently 
Web Communication Specialist with 
HealthNow (Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Western New York) in Buffalo. A Buffalo 
native, he holds a Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree in Digital 
Arts from UB, where 
he is presently pursuing
I  M l '  a Master of Fine Arts.« IHIHh P fr As Director of 
Web Communications, 
he will be the team 
leader for managing 
all of Daemen’s web 
related information, website transforma­
tion initiatives, and will manage day-to- 
day web activities. Prior to working for 
HealthNow, Wojciechowski lived in 
the Washington, DC area, working 
for Freddie Mac and Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute in software program­




Ruth A. Berry has been named an 
Assistant Professor in the Daemen 
Education Department. Dr. Berry holds 
a Ph.D. in Special Education from 
Michigan State University. She also holds 
an M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction 
from Wichita State University, and a B.S. 
in Elementary Education from Bethel 
College. Dr. Berry was most recently an 
Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Learning and Instruction at the State 
University of New York at Buffalo.
Dr. Berry’s research 
initiatives focus on 
how students with 
disabilities gain access 
to the general educa­
tional perspective and 
participate in class­
ic room culture. Since 
I  2005, her published
|
I
work includes six articles in a range of 
top-tier and special education journals, 
and, in addition, a book chapter.
Erica Frisicaro- 
Pawlowski has been 
named Assistant 
Professor and Writing 
Program Coordinator 
in the Daemen 
English Department. 
Dr. Pawlowski’s Ph.D. 
in English, with a
concentration in Rhetoric, Composition, 
and Professional Writing, is from the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
She holds an M.A. in English from 
Duquesne University, and a B.A. in 
English from Nazareth College. Dr. 
Frisicaro-Pawlowski was most recently 
an Assistant Professor of English at 
University of St. Thomas, in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, where she taught first-year 
courses in Critical Reading and Intensive 
Writing; upper-division courses in writing, 
and Literature by Women and Issues in 
English Studies.
Robin Gordon has 
been named Clinical 
W \  Coordinator by the 
Physician Assistant 
Program. In this 
|||L position, Gordon 
is responsible for 
scheduling and 
coordinating place­
ment of Daemen graduate PA students 
with private physicians, group practices, 
and teaching hospitals. Gordon has 
extensive experience in administration, 
sales, and marketing in the health care 
industry, including Astra-Zeneca 
Pharmaceuticals and Bayer Pharmaceuticals. 
Gordon holds a Bachelor of Science 
degree in business administration and 
economics from The King’s College, in 
Briarcliff Manor, New York.
Kristen Renee 
Klyczek, PT, has 
joined the Physical 
Therapy Department 
as an Assistant 
Professor. Kristen is 
a Daemen graduate 
and holds a B.S. in 
Physical Therapy.
She is enrolled in the Ph.D. Program 
in Rehabilitative Science at the State 
University of New York at Buffalo. Her 
teaching experience includes serving 
as an adjunct instructor and graduate 
teaching assistant at UB.
Luiz Pereira has been named Assistant 
Professor of Business Administration. 
Pereira holds an M.B.A. from Brigham 
Young University. His undergraduate 
| degree, in chemical
¡F  ........  ̂ ^g| engineering, is from
| Fluminese Federal 
University in Rio 
H K p r J p  de Janeiro, Brazil, 
i ■  ^  has taught as a
professor of Business 
I  Administration at the 
i s H f i  Instituto Superior 
de Ensino and Universidade Candido 
Mendes. Both universities are in Brazil.
Andy Steck has joined Daemen as 
an Assistant Professor of Education.
Dr. Steck holds an 
Ed.D. in Educational 
Leadership from 
DYouville College. 
B O f He also holds a 
Certification of 
Advanced Studies 
in School District 
I  Administration from 
the NY State University College at 
Brockport. His M.S. in Education is 
from the NY State University College 
at Geneseo; his B.S., also in Education, 
is from Bowling Green State University.
Prior to joining the Daemen Education 
Department faculty, Dr. Steck taught 
graduate and undergraduate classes at 
Brockport State University College. Dr. 
Steck has been a teacher and adminis­
trator in public education for 30 years.
Daniel J . Tschopp, Associate Professor 
of Accounting, co-authored “Complexity 
in U.S. GAAP” for the 
Spring, 2008 Journal 
o f Business, Industry 
and Economics. The 
study, co-authored by 
Douglas K. Barney, 
Indiana University 
Southeast and Steve C. 
Wells, of Alcorn State 
University, examined the complexity of 
U.S. GAAP
Robert Waterhouse has been named 
Assistant Professor of Theatre at Daemen. 
Dr. Waterhouse’s Ph.D. in Comparative 
Literature is from the State University 
of New York at Buffalo (UB). He holds 
an M.A. in Comparative Literature, also 
from UB, and a B.A. in Philosophy and 
Literature from the University of Essex 
in England. Since 
2003 , Dr. Waterhouse 
1 ^ . a  has served as an
Assistant Professor 
in the Department 
of Liberal Arts at 
HI D’Youville College,
where, in addition 
to teaching, he also 
directed more than a dozen shows at 
The Kavinoky Theatre and served as 
Associate Director (1999-2004). Dr. 
Waterhouse was also the primary author 
of a new interdisciplinary Fine Arts 
minor at D’Youville.




Prolific Author, Scholar, 
Media Commentator, 




In a nearly two-hour talk, ranging 
from serious politics to genuinely 
funny anecdotes, Dr. Michael 
Eric Dyson, University Professor 
of Religion, English and African 
American Studies at Georgetown 
University, gave the keynote 
address at the 2008 Daemen 
College Academic Festival. Dr. 
Dyson's presentation, "Politics, 
Race, and the 2008 Presidential 
Election," was given April 16 
in Wick Center, and was free 
and open to the public. Daemen 
College acknowledges the 
generosity of Robert Warren 
and the Estate of Rupert Warren 
in helping to make this event 
possible.
Dr. Dyson, named by Essence 
magazine as one of the 40 most 
inspiring African-Americans and by 
Ebony magazine as one of the 100 
most influential black Americans, 
took the audience through a range 
of issues surrounding the 2008 
presidential campaign. He received 
strong applause after letting the 
audience of more than 800 know
this was not his first trip to 
Buffalo, and that he found Buffalo 
to be a favorite city.
A prolific author, Dr. Dyson's 
books cover issues ranging from 
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s legacy, 
in / May Not Get There With You: 
The True Martin Luther King Jr.; 
the virtues and crises of hip-hop 
culture in Holler If You Hear Me: 
Searching for Tupac Shakur; racial 
conflict and black identity in Race 
Rules: Navigating the Color Line; 
and more recently the political 
and racial fallout from Hurricane 
Katrina in Come Hell or High 
Water: Hurricane Katrina and the 
Color of Disaster.
Dr. Dyson's powerful scholarship 
has won him legions of admirers 
and has made him what The 
Washington Post terms a superstar 
professor. His fiery oratory led the 
Chronicle of Higher Education to 
declare that "with his rhetorical 
gifts he can rock classroom and 
chapel alike." And, it could be 
added, college campuses, as well.
Below: Dr. Michael Eric Dyson signs 
a copy of one of his many books during 
a reception prior to the Festival event 
Daemen President Dr. Martin J. Anisman 
is at left.
Dr Dyson’s dramatic speaking style, 
laced with wit, wisdom, and many anec­
dotes, kept the attention of the capacity 
audience for nearly two hours.
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The Daemen Center for Information, 
Research, and Community Programs 
is moving closer to completion and is 
on track for opening in January, 2009. 
The innovative structure's "green" 
design conserves energy, water, and 
other resources.
The $15 million, 45,000 square 
foot Information Center will maximize 
the use of recycled materials, and 
minimize the use of toxic materials. 
The Center is currently registered 
with the United States Green Building 
Council, and is striving for Silver LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environ­
mental Design) designation.
It  will be a unique addition to the 
Daemen campus, and will be one of 
the first freestanding "green" build­
ings on a Western New York college 
campus. It will also function as a 
core component of the College's 
Environmental Studies Program.
"Daemen intends for this new 
Center to be much more than just 
bricks and mortar," notes Daemen 
President Dr. Martin J. Anisman. " It  
will be a means of improving how, and 
how creatively, we think. We envision 
the Information Center as a 'building 
that teaches;' that is, a facility in 
which the lessons embodied in tech­
nology and design choices serve to rein­
force lessons taught in the classrooms."
The Center for Information, Research 
and Community Programs will impact 
the entire graduate and undergraduate 
student population at Daemen College, 
as well as provide informational, techni­
cal and research support to all of the 
faculty. Daemen plans to promote the 
Center as a working laboratory in envi­
ronmental sustainability, and make it 
available to Western New York area 
elementary and high school students, 
to introduce the importance of environ­
mental education, as wetl as the concept 
of sustainability.
rr
Will Feature Electronic Classroom
Environmental Conservation Design
Daemen intends for this new Center
to be much more than just bricks and
mortar... It will be a means of improv­
ing how, and how creatively, we think




Above: Western New York Assembly Member Jim Hayes 
(R-148th District) told members of the Daemen College 
Class of 2008 that “this day is about change.”
Hayes received an Honorary Degree from Daemen 
President Dr. Martin J. Anisman, left.
N ew  York Assembly M ember
J im  H ayes
Addresses Daemen 
College Class of 2008
Western New York Assembly Member 
Jim Hayes (R-148th District) told the 
assembled Daemen College Class of 
2008 that “this day is about change -  
it marks a new beginning, and the start 
of the next part of your life.”
Hayes encouraged the graduates to be 
audacious, and not to be afraid to 
challenge the conventional wisdom. 
And, looking back to the earliest days 
of the College, he urged each graduate 
to “make your own contribution to the 
legacy of service begun by the Sisters of 
St. Francis when they founded Rosary 
Hill College 60 years ago.”
Daemen’s 57th Commencement on 
Saturday, May 17, took place in 
Kleinhans Music Hall in Buffalo. The 
College awarded approximately 267 
undergraduate degrees; 28 combined 
undergrad/graduate degrees (BS/MS); 
and approximately 394 graduate degrees, 
for a total of approximately 689 degrees. 
Assemblyman Hayes was also awarded 
an honorary Doctorate.
The College also awarded four special 
honors: Jennifer Joy Barwell, a Health 
Science/Physician Assistant (BS/MS) 
major from Clarence, NY, received the 
College’s most prestigious academic 
award for maintaining a 4.0 grade
point average throughout her under­
graduate years. The award is named in 
honor of Charles L. Lumsden, a former 
chairman of the Daemen College Board 
of Trustees.
Anne B. Stoll, a Graphic Design (BFA) 
major from Buffalo, received the 2008 
Daemen College President’s Award.
Each year, the award goes to the student 
who has demonstrated an outstanding 
record of leadership and involvement 
in the College community, in addition 
to an outstanding concern for his/her 
fellow students.
The Mary Angela Canavan Award 
is named for the second president 
of the College, and is presented to 
the student who best exemplifies a 
dedication to and enthusiasm for 
campus life. The 2008 award was 
presented to Tiffany N. Goldwire, a 
Health Care Studies - Community 
Health (BS) major from Brooklyn, NY.
The Daemen College Alumni Senior 
Award, given by the Daemen College/ 
Rosary Hill Alumni Association, went 
to Michelle S. Kmentt, a Graphic 
Design (BFA) major from Churchville, 
NY. The award recognizes an outstanding 
graduating senior who has made a signif­







Clockwise from top left: The Daemen College Alumni Senior Award, given 
by the Daemen College/Rosary Hill Alumni Association, went to Michelle S. 
Kmentt, a Graphic Design (BFA) major from Churchville, NY.
Jennifer Joy Barwell, a Health Science/Physician Assistant (BS/MS) major 
from Clarence, NY, received the College’s most prestigious academic award for 
maintaining a 4.0 grade point average throughout her undergraduate years.
The 2008 Mary Angela Canavan Award was presented to Tiffany N. Goldwire, 
a Health Care Studies - Community Health (BS) major from Brooklyn, NY.
Daemen academic banners lined the stage prior to the beginning of ceremonies.
Anne B. Stoll, a Graphic Design (BFA) major from Buffalo, received the 2008 
Daemen College President’s Award.
Dr. Thomas P. Stewart 
World Union of Wound
Karns Lifetime Ac 
aling Societies J
hievernent Award from
Dr. Thomas P Stewart 74, has received a top honor for a career dedicated to 
wound healing and management, accomplished through research, publishing 
education, advocacy and hands-on patient care. Dr. Stewart, President of 
Gaymar Industries, is a member of the Daemen College Board of Trustees.
Stewart was presented with the award June 5 in Toronto at the Opening 
Plenary of the Third Congress of the World Union of Wound Healing 
Societies (WUWHS).
“WUWHS reserves the Lifetime Achievement Award for those highly 
esteemed individuals who have made substantial contributions to the 
study of wound care,” said R. Gary Sibbald, Chair of the Third Congress 
of the World Union of Wound Healing Societies. “Dr. Stewart has devoted 
a quarter-century of his time and energies to the research of wound care 
and the development of solutions that provide pressure relief. The Lifetime 
Achievement Award is our way of thanking him on behalf of the millions 
of lives he has touched through his commitment to better patient care.”
Vice President for External Relations Dr. David A. Cristantello Named 
2008 Earle Hannel Outstanding Fundraising Executive by the 
Association of Fundraising Professionals of WNY
Daemen Vice President 
for External Relations Dr. 
David A. Cristantello has 
been named the 2008 
Earle Hannel Outstanding 
Fundraising Executive by 
the Association of Fund­
raising Professionals (AFP) 
of WNY. Dr. Cristantello 
joined Daemen in 2001, 
and has held senior 
development positions 
at Niagara University and 
Hauptman-Woodward 
Medical Research, Inc. He has also held development 
positions at St. John Fisher College and Canisius College.
A member of Daemen’s senior management cabinet since 
2000, Dr. Cristantello is responsible for all operations at 
the College relating to external fund development. Most
recently, this includes a prestigious $900,000 challenge 
grant from The Kresge Foundation, which was awarded 
to Anthologies: The Campaign for Daemen. The campaign 
is the largest fundraising effort in Daemen’s history.
The flagship of the campaign is the 45,000 square foot 
Center for Information, Research and Community Programs, 
a structure which will replace the existing 1950’s era 
Marian Library.
Dr. Cristantello holds a Ph.D. in Higher Education, and 
an Educational Master’s degree in College Counseling and 
Student Personnel from the State University of New York 
at Buffalo. His B.A. is from the State University of New 
York College at Oswego.
“Dave has first-rate skills as a fund-raiser, and we are very 
pleased to have him at Daemen. On behalf of the faculty, 
administration, and members of the Daemen community,
I congratulate him on this well-deserved honor,” stated 
Daemen President Dr. Martin J. Anisman.
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ANNUAL FUND OFFICE 
4380 MAIN STREET 
AMHERST NY 14226-3592
14226359280
Daemen College Annual Fund
Enclosed is my gift to support the Daemen College Annual □  I work for a company that will match my gift.
Fund:
Employer Nam e________________________
□  $1,000 □  $500 □  $250 □  $100 □  Other $ --------------- O I have enclosed the necessary matching gift paperwork.
□  My check is enclosed (payable to Daemen College)
□  Please charge my credit card: □  Mastercard □  Visa
Card # ________________________  Exp. D ate__________
Signature ____________ _____________________________
Thank you for your generous gift! 
Your contribution is tax-deductible to 




City:------------------------ State: —----- Z ip:--------------
Email:------------------------------------------------------------
Phone:----------- —---------------------------------------------
□  Please send me information about purchasing 
a brick or slate on the Founders Walkway.
□  Please send me information about making a 
planned gift to Daemen College.
iff 525*
Take the opportunity to honor a classmate, a 
professor, or honor the memory of a dear friend. 
The amount of your gift will remain confidential.
My gift is:






THANK YOU FOR YOUR INVESTMENT!
Heidi Memminger finds volleyball, family 
and love of kids the fuel that keeps her
m O V in g  f o r w a r d !  ByPaulChimera
in AtlilAtAf
Senior elementary education/special education 
major Heidi Memminger is to volleyball what 
sunshine is to a flowering plant: one really can’t 
be without the other.
Heidi says that she was fortunate to have a 
strong early foundation that paved the way 
for her success at Daemen. She points to her 
parents, John and JoAnne Memminger, a 
Tops supermarket butcher and meat wrapper, 
respectively, as always being "very caring and 
supportive of my sister and me. That's made all 
the difference."
Her sister, Shannon, 16 , who attends Sweet 
Home High School (Heidi's alma mater as well), 
also plays volleyball. And Heidi credits her 
volleyball coach, Sally Kus, as an early mentor, 
the one who started her in the sport. "She’s a 
model for many in the volleyball community, 
and is well known,” says Heidi. Kus founded the 
Cheetah Volleyball Club, for which Heidi played, 
from age 1 2  through 18 .
It was in high school where Heidi says she 
"really grew to love the sport. I greatly enjoyed 
playing on my varsity team as well as my club 
team. Kathy Neelon -  my coach during my 
freshman year on the varsity team -  was a 
great motivator.”
Then it was the welcoming atmosphere and 
small class sizes that lured Heidi to Daemen 
for her collegiate studies -  and of course to 
continue her love of volleyball. She chose her 
major because "I have always loved being
around kids and seeing how much they love to 
learn new things," she explains with infectious 
enthusiasm.
NowoneofDaemen’s Academic All-Americans, 
Heidi has managed to maintain an impressive 
3.7 grade point average and has been on 
the Dean’s List every semester (she loves all 
her classes), but cites Dr. Bruce A. Shields, 
assistant professor of Education, in particular.
"He’s someone who really cares about all of 
us as students and only hopes for the best for 
us in the future," she says. “His classes are 
always fun. They keep your attention, and he’s 
so knowledgeable that I feel like the possibili­
ties to learn from him are endless.”
Heidi belongs to Sigma Epsilon Delta, a 
special education honorary sorority that does 
various community service activities, which 
Heidi says helps keep her focused on the 
importance of helping others. "I really love 
being a part of it -  it ’s a huge honor,” she says.
On the volleyball front, she draws pleasure 
mainly from just challenging herself and 
reaching personal goals. "Just playing in 
college was the major goal that I've met," she 
explains. “I have always known that I wanted 
to play in college, and it means so much to me 
to be here. My most memorable moments are 
the ones I’ve spent with my team, whether it ’s- 
on or off the court. There are too many to pick 
a favorite. I also love the level of competition 
there is when we play against our opponents.”
In addition, Heidi has been coaching volley­
ball for the last three years for the Niagara 
Frontier Volleyball Club. "It'sjust as muchfun 
as playing!” she says. "I really enjoy coaching 
and being able to give back to the sport," 
says Heidi, who also likes to ski and go 
camping when she isn’t spiking a volleyball 
somewhere.
Slated to graduate from Daemen in May 
of 2009, she’s hoping to land that coveted 
first job in her chosen profession. But if that 
doesn’t happen, Heidi says she’ll try to take 
advantage of the available time, and will most 
likely go on to graduate school.
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Alison LaPoint credits family, team spirit 
for her success at Daemen.
By Paul Chimera
^ .1
Small town, small school, and even small in 
stature, until an 8th grade growth spurt -  
then big things for Alison LaPoint, who 
graduates in May with a doctorate in physical 
therapy (DPT) from Daemen College, and 
boasts an illustrious basketball career that 
saw her go to the nationals all four years here.
The All-America Scholar Athlete from Lodi, 
New York, in the Finger Lakes region, credits 
importantfamily and coaching influences for 
her prowess in athletics, and the importance 
of keeping her eye on the prize -  an eventual 
college education and all that it means -  for 
her academic achievements.
Growing up "pretty country," she says, "my 
whole family has been an influence on me in 
all aspects of my life. Not just my immediate 
family, butmyauntsand uncles, my grandma, 
and my cousins.”
She admits her parents spoiled her, gave 
her everything she needed, and "dragged me 
around to endless basketball tournaments 
and practices. They pushed me when I needed 
to be pushed, rewarded me for doing well, 
and gave me all the love and affection I ever 
needed. My sister is another role model in 
my life. We played basketball and other 
sports together throughout high school.
And she too is a Daemen College alum -  
class of 2005.”
Alison notes that in the 4th grade she 
started playing 4-Towns basketball and met 
her first coach, Everett Babcock. "He always 
pushed me to be the best," she remembers 
with appreciation. "He made me shoot and 
dribble with my left hand and gave me a 
gruff hug when I tried and nobody else did.
He always expected my best.”
Alison says it's a good thing she was 
"short and quick” at the time because she 
was groomed to be a point guard from day 
one, as she explains it. "Happily, I shot up to 
about five-foot eight in the 8th grade and 
became a huge point guard at five-ten my 
senior year.” Babcock was her coach from 
4th grade until varsity, and three other 
coaches also guided her along the way. Her 
team were state champions her senior year.
Now it was time for college. "I always knew 
I would go to college and I never thought 
otherwise, because I knew it was expected of 
me to do well and pursue further education," 
she says. She chose Daemen in part because 
her sister went here and Alison, during her 
campus visits, met the basketball team. 
“Being from a small school, I liked the fact 
that it is a smaller campus and the classes 
were small enough that professors actually 
know your name."
Alison initially entered Daemen asa 
physician assistant major. “Daemen’s great PA 
program drew me there,” she notes, "but I 
later switched to PT because I liked the field 
better. I also chose Daemen because I was 
recruited by coach Dave Skolen to play point 
guard. I’ve had a great time at Daemen. The 
professors are extremely knowledgeable, 
the apartments are great, and I consider 
the basketball team to be part of my family."
Alison explains that she received a full 
scholarship to play at Daemen, but techni­
cally received her All-America award for 
soccer, which she played last year to com­
plete her eligibility. She mentions that her 
fondest athletic-related memory at Daemen 
is when the team went to the Nationals her 
sophomore year, when her sister was still 
on the team.
“There is this event -  The Parade of 
Champions -  and while all the teams were 
lining up to walk out on the court, our team 
got a whole group of other teams to start 
chanting along and singing and dancing to 
our silly little chant," she recalls. "It remind­
ed me that, while we were proud to be there 
and were competitive with other teams, we 
could all get along and still have fun."
Selflessly, Alison LaPoint emphasizes that 
team play is the key to it all. Says she: "The 
proudest personal moment I’ve had was 
becoming the all-tim e leader in assists at 
Daemen. But remember: an assist isn’t good 
unless our teammate makes the shot. Which 
tells you how good my teammates were!” 
Spoken like a true champion.
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Daemen graduate student Joel Marsh, work­
ing on his master’s degree in professional 
accountancy, is a left-handed golfer whose 
accomplished ability on the fairways has 
driven him to some pretty nice places.
Like playing junior golf in his hometown of 
Fredonia, N.Y. for seven years; most valuable 
player in his junior and senioryear at 
Fredonia High School; and even a hole-in-one 
that landed him in the daily newspaper, The 
Dunkirk O b se rv e r-a n  accomplishment that 
left him "almost in shock,” he said, sinking 
the single shot from 236 yards away, on the 
day before his birthday.
Golfing for Joel is done left-handed -  but 
everything else is done “right." And doing it 
right seems to be a habit for the 21-ye a r-o ld , 
who explains he had no idea what he wanted 
to major in when he came to Daemen College, 
and he was heavily motivated to come here 
because of the golf team and the school’s
proximity to his hometown. “I didn’t want 
to go to a huge college and be just a face in 
the crowd,” he reasons, favoring Daemen's 
much vaunted small class size and personal 
attention.
The undeclared major soon found inspira­
tion, however, in his first accounting professor, 
Joseph Kurkowski. "He really got me into it. 
He’s a really good professor. I first thought 
accounting was boring, but he got me excited 
about it." And Joel also knew there were jobs 
in the field -  plenty of them these days.
In fact, he interned this past tax season at 
Lumdsden & McCormick, LLP, in downtown 
Buffalo (Lumsden isformerChairof Daemen’s 
board of trustees and the college’s gymna­
sium is named after him). Marsh has been 
offered a full-tim e accounting position with 
the firm after he graduates in January '09.
Joel clearly loves his chosen academic 
discipline and career path. He tutored 
accounting students through Daemen’s 
Learning Center during his sophomore and 
junioryears; was treasurer of the Business 
Club for three years; and won a NYSSCPA Award 
for academic achievement -  given to students 
with exceptionally high GPAs in accounting.
Joel is also a member since April of Sigma 
Beta Delta, a national business honor society, 
and has made the Dean’s List every semester 
during his time at Daemen.
Of course, he’s also an Academic All-American,
and his high achieving status on the academic 
front is matched by his skill on the front and 
back 9. He acknowledges that the team has 
had “its ups and downs," but what has 
remained steady is the benefits he’s derived 
from coach Don Silveri and assistant coach 
Matt Pokigo.
“I owe a lotto my coach," says Joel,
“because he gave me a chance to play. He’s 
good with praise, and also with telling me 
what to do better. He does what coaches need 
to do.” He also credits his girlfriend, Jennifer 
Rook -  herself a recent Daemen business 
department graduate -  for keeping him 
motivated.
Finally, Joel appreciates the parental support 
he’s enjoyed. “My parents help me out a lot.
I look up to my dad. He seems to know some­
thing about everything."
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Scott Jablonka lets self-discipline be his guide
By Paul Chimera
Scott Jablonka, who’ll receive his doctorate in 
physical therapy in May, embodies a sense of 
self-discipline and focus, on and off the soccer 
field. He's almost obsessive about being self- 
directed, determined, and confident when it 
comes to the th ings that matter most.
“I’m really focused on what needs to be 
focused on,” he says, with the self-assurance 
of a seasoned professional, belying his 23 
years. And all that confidence and sense of 
duty comes, he says, from his father, a bank 
executive in Oneonta. His parents live in his 
hometown of Baldwinsville, a western suburb 
of Syracuse.
"It comes from my father -  big time,"
Scott says of his obvious drive to succeed at 
everything he takes on. "He’s very disciplined. 
My entire Iife has been focused around 
discipline."
Signs of this mind-set were visible in high 
school, where Scott played lacrosse and basket­
ball, but found soccer to be most promising.
A soccer scholarship had something to do 
with his coming to Daemen, but the decision
was really based on the strength of Daemen’s 
physical therapy(PT) program, he emphasizes.
Scott was originally going to major in 
communications, but when, ironically, he found 
himself on the receiving end of PT treatments 
when he sustained a knee injury in high school, 
he was impressed by the therapist himself and 
the notion that "I could know so much about the 
human body that I could fix people’s problems.”
Just as his respect for the value of discipline 
comes from his father, his palpable competi­
tive spirit owes to a friendly sibling rivalry 
with his brother, E J .  (Eric), after whom Scott 
acknowledges he models both his academic 
and soccer career. “He was my complete 
mentor. You want to follow in his footsteps, 
and make your own as well," says Scott.
His brother is a medical school student at 
the University at Buffalo and, according to 
Scott, was a “smart kid who grasps complex 
concepts easily." The same seems true of 
Scott, to be sure.
On the Dean’s List throughout his under­
graduate days here at Daemen, Scott has 
shown exceptional skill and leadership on the 
soccerfield, and that combination of athletic 
prowess and academic excellence has earned 
his designation as an Academic All-American.
"I like to control the tempo of the game as a 
center midfielder, but playing with my team. 
When I make others better, that makes me 
even better," says Scott, who’s been captain 
of the Wi Idcats men’s soccer team for two 
years. “Individual skills are great, but the 
sport demands cooperation and good leader­
ship skills," he insists.
Leadership is something with which the 
sixth year Daemen student is quite familiar.
In addition to his rigorous academic schedule, 
including a 40-hour a week clinic program he 
served for nine weeks this past summer -  and 
of course his continuing passion for so cce r- 
he’s a writing coach for Advanced Composition
for the Health Professions; a teaching 
assistant for gross anatomy; a coach for muscu­
loskeletal rehabilitation; and a coach for 
kinesiology and biomechanics.
Scott is a member of the Student Physical 
Therapy Association and helped start the Blue 
Crew -  the “crazy fans section at basketball 
games!" he says, with zealous school spirit. 
Time for sleeping is almost notan option in 
his busy life, he quips.
His loyalty to Daemen is expressed in many 
ways. Favorite professors include Karl J. 
Terryberry, associate professor and writing 
coordinator in the English Department, who, 
says Scott with appreciation, “does not sugar 
coat anything. He tells it like it is. I like his 
no b.s. attitude!” Other favorite instructors 
include Dr. Ronald J. Schenk, associate profes­
sor of physical therapy; Gregorys. Ford, 
assistant professor of PT; and PT assistant 
professor Jack Stachura.
His favorite things about his achievements 
on the soccer team include observing the 
club’s steady progression from his freshman 
year, and working with people like coach 
Randy Pawlik and assistant coach Ryan Leaver, 
who had played semi-pro soccer in England and 
is now also studying for his doctorate in PT.
"I'd like to compliment the PT program here, 
which is well respected nationally," declares 
Scott. “It’s my responsibility, by having the 
self-drive and focus, to be a representative of 
Daemen. The orthopedics program (which is 
his particular area of interest) is well talked 
about. A lot of my responsibility is promoting 
the profession and promoting the school. It’s 
my way of giving back to Daemen College."
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Jessica Gorski’s family has instilled the values 
that keep her running -  athletically and A 
scholastically
By Paul Chimera
How do you go from someone who had 
absolutely no interest in running, to a young 
lady who has since excelled in cross-country 
racing and has been accorded the important 
designation Academic All-American?
In the case of Daemen senior Jessica Gorski, 
the answer is simple: believe in yourself. "My 
parents have always been my number one 
fans, and they have taught me how important 
it is to be a fan of myself,” says the poised, 
self-confident and high-achieving Gorski. 
"They have always emphasized the need to be 
well-rounded, and I certainly feel that I now 
depict that quality, thanks to them."
Well-rounded fits the 20-year-old like a 
cross-country racing shoe. While she has 
made her mark in the sport of cross-country -  
this year her goal is to run under 20 minutes 
fora 5« (5 kilometer) race -  she also main­
tains about a 3.6 grade point average, and 
has made the Dean's List every semester 
at Daemen.
Gorski says she’s been involved in sports 
all her life -  activities spanning soccer, 
lacrosse, basketball, and baseball -  but never 
considered cross-country racing, not even in 
high school, despite the efforts of a tenacious 
coach at Mount St. Mary’s Academy. "He 
figured I was athletic," recalls Gorski, "but 
the sport didn’t spark my interest.”
That was about to change, however.
The self-directed high school student says 
she knew, by loth  grade, that she wanted to 
become an English teacher -  even keeping 
old academic materials that she figured she’d 
one day use.
Daemen was her easy choice of colleges, 
because of the general atmosphere here -
“a closeness of the staff and faculty. It was 
small, not intimidating. I didn’t want to blend 
in at a large university," she notes. “ I wanted 
to make a name for myself.”
As fate would have it, Gorski lived in a 
building where four cross-country runners 
resided, and they urged her to give the long­
distance activity a try. She went to the first 
practice and was hooked ever since. " It’s not 
only a team sport, but I can set a personal 
goal for myself, too" -  the aforementioned 
sub-20-minute 5k. Five returning runners 
are on Wildcats team this season, with a host 
of additional recruits.
" I’ll never give up cross-country!” Gorski 
beams, calling it "addicting,” and comparing 
success in the challenging sport to success 
in academics: if you’ve trained properly, or 
studied adequately, you’ll do well in the race 
or on the test, respectively, she points out.
Jessica exudes a palpable self-confidence 
and fierce personal determination that comes 
from her supportive parents, and also as a 
result of the inspiration owing to her brother, 
Justin, 22, who’s a graduate of the University 
of Rochester with a degree in molecular 
genetics. He’s “very accomplished," says the 
proud sister, whose plan is to attend graduate 
school in literacy or ESUEnglishasaSecond 
Language), then teach high school English.
“My brother paved the way to good grades 
and accomplishments. I’ve been his equal in 
my own field," she declared in a mid-July chat 
with Daemen Today.
She chose teaching as a career path because 
she had "phenomenal” teachers in high 
school. "They taught from their hearts, and 
made it exciting...The professors here at
Daemen are very similar, checking up on you 
and showing interest in what your plans are 
for the future. They help you to succeed, not 
to impede.”
Mainly, though, Jessica Gorski gives credit 
to her family. Says she: “ I mostly learned 
from my parents and brother. They’re con­
stantly on the go and willing to do things for 
others. They helped me to become selfless.”
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Dear Rosary Hill/ Daemen College Alumni,
The past school year 2007 -  2008 was an especially 
meaningful one. The 60th Anniversary o f the founding of 
the College was celebrated. There were several events culmi­
nating in the beautifully executed Celebration Mass and 
elegant Brunch at the Park Country Club on June 1, 2008.
The coming school year, besides the full academic and 
social calendar o f the College, will mark the opening of the 
Center for Information, Research and Community Programs.
It is difficult for someone who attended Rosary Hill 
College when the Marian Library was opened in the late 
1950’s to imagine the promise that this new building holds. 
The term ‘library’ can no longer be used. It will truly be a 
conduit for learning -  an Information and Communication 
Center. A very big plus is the fact that the building has been 
certified as a “Green Building” -  one that makes use of 
natural resources to conserve energy. This designation is 
one o f the first for a 'Western New York College Campus.
The work of the Board of Governors continues. This body 
pulls together the work of the various Alumni Constituent 
groups throughout the United States. We meet on a 
regular basis each month to discuss ways to promote 
the college through the Alumni. Dr. David Cristantello, 
Vice-President for External Relations, leads us in our 
endeavors. His leadership is excellent. We have just 
received news that Dave has been named recipient o f 
the Earle Hannel Award as the Outstanding Fundraising 
Professional for 2008. Please join the Board o f Governors 
in congratulating Dave.
There is a call out now for nominations for Distinguished 
Alumni. Further details can be found on the College web 
site. During the 60 years of the College’s existence, graduates 
have excelled in their professions, in serving the community 
and in serving the College. We look forward to honoring 
several o f these Distinguished Alumni on November 7, 
2008. It is a festive occasion. You might consider joining 




Chair, Board o f Governors
Daemen College/ Rosary Hill Alumni Association





Golf Classic a Big Success! 
24th Annual Event Brings 
in Over $76,000 for Student 
Scholarships
<5
With the Arthurs/Maloff Group at 
SmithBarney once again serving as 
partner, the 24th Annual Daemen 
College SmithBarney Golf Classic 
brought in over $76,000 in scholarship 
funds for Daemen students. The tour­
nament was held Monday, June 9, 
2008, at Park Country Club of Buffalo.
The chairman of this year's 
tournament was Adrian Dedecker I I I  
of M&T Insurance Agency, Inc.
"Our Naming Sponsor is, of 
course, The Arthurs/Maloff Group at 
SalomonSmithBarney," said Daemen 
President Dr. Martin J. Anisman.
"We are extremely fortunate to have 
them in this role -  for many years 
now -  and I  would like to express our 
appreciation to them -  and to Glenn 
Arthurs -  for their longtime involve­
ment in what has been -  and continues 
to be -  a very successful event.
"Among this year's Gold Sponsors 
were M&T Investment Group and 
The Knee Center of WNY. In addition 
to the Arthurs/Maloff Group, GPS 
Construction this year became a tour­
nament sponsor for the fourth year in 
a row. We extend a sincere 'thank you ' 
to each of them."
Tournament Team Champions Brett McDermott ’08, Scott Emser ’07, Matt Pokigo ’05 and 
Alex Heinrich ’02, all former members of the Daemen College golf team, pose with the Daemen 
Golf Classic trophy.
From top: Trustee Catherine LePage Campbell ’84, 
(second from the right) golfed with Mike Marsch, 
Tom Fentner and Edwin G. Clausen, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs.
Chair of the 2008 Daemen Golf Classic Trey 
Dedecker (second from left) golfed alongside Bill 
Butt, Chuck Lytle, and Scott Dillabaugh.
Members of the Daemen College Admissions staff 
Frank Williams, Kelly Monkelbaan’08, Dean Donna 
Shaffner, and Joseph Pagano golfed to support 
scholarships at the tournament.
Co-Chairs Dolores Attea Sapienza 53 and 
Judy Clark Weidemann ’58, President Martin 
J. Anisman and Sr. Paula Fox cut the ceremo­
nial anniversary cake.
Members of the class of 1955 Carol Battaglia 
Lazar, Carol Gabriel Tato & Catherine 
Bauman Staff.
Teckla Bettar Mullen ’54, Jerry Drexelius 
Kennedy ’53 and Assistant Director of Alumni 
Relations Kathryn Belliotti ’06.
Committee member Joyce Fink ’52 with President Martin J. Anisman.
Donna King Fritton &  Mary Muffoletto Gore from the class of 1952.
2 4
An aerial view of the Park Country Club reception hall.
Cousins Joan Attea Deinhart ’56 &  Rosemary Attea Saffire ’54.






Alumna Thelma Farley Pioneers 
New Roads with 'Break the Mold'
Educational Approach
By Paul Chimera
Thelma Farley '61 always 
m arched to a d ifferent 
beat. She grew up with 
m usical inclinations that 
led her to the  form er 
Rosary Hill College, and a 
career that has struck a 
chord from coast to coast.
Thelma -  she prefers that to Ms. Farley, 
she tells her students -  is a nationally 
acclaimed child and adolescent devel­
opment specialist and has at various 
times been consultant to the Federal 
Department of Education and public 
school districts in areas of elementary 
and secondary school reform.
She’s also founder of Beacon Day 
School. Begun in 1982, the private, 
independent and non-profit school in 
Oakland, California, literally garnered a 
U.S. Department of Education “Break 
the Mold A+ award” for her unconven­
tional but results-proven approach to 
teaching children and adolescents 
based on how they learn, rather than
how teachers may be trained to teach.
The school’s mission is to “create 
passionate learners for life, with the 
skills, courage, competence and commit­
ment to achieve whatever they need to 
accomplish, now and in the future.”
That sounds very much like the 
motivational engine that put Thelma 
Farley herself on the road to achieve­
ment, back when she was a teenager, 
growing up in Buffalo’s All Saints parish. 
Her parents, neither of whom finished 
grade school, ran a mom and pop store 
-  Farley’s Delicatessen -  and fostered an 
atmosphere of music that resonated with 
young Thelma.
Her father grew up in the mining 
hills of Pennsylvania and had a passion 
for folk music. Thelma quickly learned 
to play the piano and the pipe organ, 
and got good enough to play at weddings 
and funerals by the age of 14 -  a talent 
that earned her at least some of the 
money that enabled her to attend college.
Fine arts deeply embedded 
“I aspired to go to Rosary Hill to be a 
music major,” Thelma explains. “What 
was exciting was that the college was 
excitingly new, it offered a broad liberal 
arts program for women, and the fine
arts were deeply embedded in the degree 
program.”
After graduating with a degree in 
music education, she taught music at a 
junior high school in Niagara Falls for a 
year, got married, and had her first child. 
After another teaching stint in Elba, New 
York, her second and third children came 
along, and eventually she landed a teach­
ing position with the Buffalo Public 
Schools in 1969.
By 1973 she was working in the 
school system’s Department of Integration. 
From there she went to the district cur­
riculum office to create new programs for 
multiple schools. While working in the 
Curriculum Department she met and 
made a connection with Robert Wilson, 
the founder of EPIC -  Every Person 
Influences Children -  in 1978.
EPIC is a non-profit organization that 
addresses the social and emotional devel­
opment of children and adolescents. Today 
it’s a national program for families, schools 
and children and is available in hundreds 
of schools and communities across the 
country. Thelma was the program developer 
and primary author of EPIC.
After some 18 years in the public 
schools in Buffalo, “trying to change 
things from within,” as she put it, she
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realized the only way she could take 
a new, more effective approach to 
teaching children was to “jump ship 
and do it myself.” In the field of business 
it’s called Research and Development, 
in education its called building a 
model school.
Her youngest son, Jordan, was 
accepted at the University of California 
at Berkeley, and when Thelma wondered 
where she could start her own school 
and try out her own ideas, all roads 
led to the Bay area on the west coast. 
“People there are always interested in the 
new, always willing to try things, and 
especially interested in education 
reform,” she says.
Thelma thus designed and created 
the Beacon education program, which 
has been producing successful lifelong 
learners for 25 years. And the most 
noticeable difference between Beacon 
Day School and most other schools is 
the level of engagement on the part of 
the students.
"They're busy learning"
“Visitors come into the building and 
the first thing they say is that it ‘feels 
different,’” Thelma points out. “They 
see busy kids. Kids that are very 
engaged -  and working hard. Going 
from class to class, visitors notice that 
the children are not all doing the same 
thing, yet they’re all working on the 
same problem. That’s a major attraction 
in recruiting families -  parents say it 
feels so good. Because the kids are 
motivated. They’re busy learning.” 
Which leads us back to Thelma her­
self, back when she was on the Rosary 
Hill campus, with an insatiable thirst 
for learning that had to be quenched. 
And, as she reveals, “I was not an easy 
student.” Asked just what that meant,
Thelma said, “I was not a very compliant 
person. Today that’s called ‘assertive.’ I 
wanted to have a conversation about 
most ideas. I wanted someone to see my 
point of view. To show me and guide me. 
To make my dream possible. I wanted to 
be a really effective music teacher.”
That intense desire found equal inten­
sity on the part of the college faculty.
“I was a person who didn’t have much 
in terms of material resources, but I was 
a hard worker, and was so much looking 
to my education to help me teach music,” 
Thelma notes. “I can’t imagine how I 
would have become the teacher I was, 
and then someone who wanted to fight 
even harder to do more to put kids first,” 
without her Rosary Hill education.
"A lasting and wonderful thing"
“The faculty, especially in the music, 
literature and philosophy departments, 
were gifted professors who tolerated my 
upstart, assertive self. They would make 
me work hard, but would not walk away 
from conversations that would become 
critical to my understanding. My teachers 
were priests, lay persons and Franciscan 
nuns. I remember Patricia Curtis, head 
of the music department, and John 
Masterson, who taught literature. These 
were talented professors. And the school 
was young and had something to prove... 
these professors knew that what they 
were doing was going to be a lasting and 
wonderful thing.”
How fitting, then, that just as Thelma’s 
college days have shaped so much of 
what she’s done professionally, so has 
her own guidance informed the political 
career of her son Jim Hayes, who spoke 
at Daemen College’s most recent 
commencement ceremony. In sharing a 
story about his mother, New York State 
Assemblyman Hayes quoted her:
“This overworked, undergraduate music 
major with four hours of daily piano and 
voice practice piled on a full academic day. 
I found myself making bargains and prom­
ises. In those days, it was called praying.
“The bargains were all about trusting 
that my professors saw my talent... and 
had patience with my energy to change 
everything that was static. The blessing is 
all about how an inspired faculty helped 
that young woman succeed in life, in a 
career, in motherhood.
“And imagine that one day my son 
would give the commencement address 
at MY SCHOOL. Wow, what a full 
circle blessing.”
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1“ Thelma Farley with her children, (L-R) Julia Catania,Director of Finance for the Beacon Day School; Jim Hayes, New York State Assemblyman; and another son, Jordan Hayes, a computer architect who owns his own firm.
Thelma also has a daughter, Julia 
Catania, who is director of finance for 
the Beacon Day School; and another 
son, Jordan Hayes, a computer architect 
who owns his own firm.
These days, with Beacon Day School, 
(www.beaconday.org) having proven 
itself a success story in the Oakland, 
Berkeley and Alameda communities, 
Thelma has formed a sister agency -  
the non-profit Education Initiatives Inc. 
-  taking the key elements that define a 
good school and making them available 
“to others who are feeling the frustra­
tion I was feeling as a young teacher. 
We’re saying there’s got to be a better 
way.” Beacon’s vision asks it to give 
back to public education. Education 
Initiatives is the vehicle.
No cookie-cutter approach 
Thelma, who’s a sought-after consultant 
and teacher trainer to several East Bay 
public school districts on the topic of 
developmentally responsive curricula, 
has found a new Head of the Beacon 
School, so she can do what she calls the 
next part of her mission. In a nutshell, 
that mission is to reverse some aspects 
of conventional thinking that builds 
curricula on how teachers teach and 
not on how children and adolescents 
learn. With the exception of other pro­
gressive schools, most public schools 
are not making learners out of students.
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If you think about it, none of us 
learns from a cookie-cutter approach, 
one-size-fits-all or all on the same 
day at the same time, Thelma advises. 
Children and teens learn through 
very specific ways, depending primarily 
on their age and stage of development. 
“Development determines how they 
think, how they act, and how they 
learn,” she says. “Instead of finding 
out how kids learn and building a 
curriculum that way, we’re stuck 
with how teachers were taught to 
teach, one pace fits all, and one test 
measures growth.”
“More teachers,” she continues, 
“need to be trained and supported in 
teaching according to the way children 
learn. It’s important to understand how 
learning takes place at each stage of 
development. Some things are best 
learned by doing them, others by 
observing, or by reading about them. 
Most things are learned because you 
have the skill and readiness to take the 
next step, or put it all together.”
That’s got to change, and therein lies 
Thelma Farley’s continuing challenge.
“We’re showing people that you 
can do something to improve educa­
tion. I never give up. If I get something 
in my head, it’s going to get done,” she 
declares passionately, when questioned 
about her strong suit. “When it came to 
my work with EPIC, it was staying up 
at night when my children were asleep 
to get the work done. When it came 
to designing a school my first thought 
was: exactly how do children learn and 
under what circumstances will they be 
motivated to learn?”
In the best-selling book, Winning 
the Brain Race, former Xerox CEO 
David Kearns, and Hudson Institute 
Senior Research Fellow Denis Doyle, 
cite Beacon as a shining example of an 
educational program that works. They 
describe it as the “most public of 
private schools” and “a harbinger of 
things to come.”
Beacon Heaven
Away from the challenges and joys of her 
work, Thelma loves to read and take in 
practically every genre of movie -  from 
old classics and foreign films, to the 
latest adventure and action flicks. She 
enjoys talking with colleagues near and 
far, playing piano, and visiting with her 
five grandchildren. She returns to Buffalo 
at least once a year, mainly to see her son, 
Jim, and his family.
But, of course, what drives Thelma 
most are the school kids to whom she’s 
devoted her professional energies. Says 
she: “I do believe I have died and gone 
to Beacon heaven! I loved to come in each 
day and watch students learn. It’s such a 
total experience for me. It’s the kids that 
show -  wow -  this is what it’s all about. 
Talk about motivation, about kids being 
successful in their own eyes.
I want that for every child.” ■
As her son, New York Assemblyman 
Jim Hayes, said in his Daemen commence­
ment speech: “Can you imagine... the 
teenager from Riverside... Class of ’61 
and a product of the same legacy that 
is now yours, used power of learning 
to not fear failure, embrace change, and 
thereby serve the community because 
she saw things as they should be and 
said: why not?”
The award from EPIC -  Every Person Influences 
Children -  Thelma Farley received in 2006, as 
program director and primary author. EPIC is a 
non-profit organization that addresses the social 
and emotional development of children and ado­
lescents. Today it’s a national program for families, 
schools and children and is available in hundreds 
of schools and communities across the country.
60s
Noreen Kiggins Pitts, ’63, Math, and 
her husband Jim are retired and spend 
their time between homes in New 
Hampshire, Florida and Boston. They 
have seven grandchildren, six girls 
and one boy.
Mary Alice Regan McClusky, ’67, 
Elementary Education, received the 
Alumnae Spirit Award in ’07 from 
Immaculate Academy, Class of 1961.
Mary Zaepfel Huber, ’69, Music 
Education, retired from her music 
teaching career which spanned thirty- 
one years. She and her husband, 
David, reside in Jacksonville, Florida.
70s
Carol Kane Golyski, ’73, Medical 
Technology, was elected to the Board 
of Directors of the American Society 
for Clinical Laboratory Science.
Carol recently received the Member 
of the Year Award from the NYS 
Society for Clinical Laboratory 
Science. Carol is on the faculty in 
the Department of Biotechnical and 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences at the 
University at Buffalo, where she is also 
the Clinical Education Coordinator 
for the Medical Technology Program.
Marilyn Foote Kragbe, ’74, 
Elementary Education, just published 
a faith-based children’s book entitled 
“Puddinhead” with Tate Publishing.
She also published a Learning Experience 
on Daemen’s website entitled, “Seeing 
with Scientific Eyes.”
David Milosich, ’74, Social Work, 
is currently employed by Spectrum 
Human Services as a Supervising 
Case Manager. David was selected as 
the “Mental Health Professional of the 
Year 2008” by the Mental Health 
Association of Erie County.
80s
Pamela Czarniak, ’81 , Art, has been 
chosen to illustrate Mack Webb’s new 






are the proud 
parents of a baby 
boy, Matthew 
Joseph, bom on 
December 28, 2007.
Mary Beach 
(Dudzic), ’99, Special 
Education, and 
husband Nate Beach 
’99, Physical Therapy, 
H i  welcomed their first 




Therapy, and Danae 
Ford Donegan, ’99, 
Physical Therapy, 
welcomed their daughter, Reagan 
Mackenzie, bom March 15, 2008.
Danielle Silverman, ’96, Social 
Work, graduated from Nazareth 
College in May 2007 with a master’s 
degree in Inclusive Education. She is 
certified to teach from birth to second 
grade in early childhood education 
and teaching students with disabilities.
Patricia Wisniewski 
Kingzett, ’97, Elementary 
Education, was married to David 
Kingzett June 21, 2008 on the island 
of St. Lucia.
Jason Dufour, ’98, Accounting, and 
his wife Sara have two children, Mara 
Nicole, born August 22, 2006 and 
Hannah Renee, bom  May 1, 2008.
Ryan Gabel, ’99, Physical Therapy, 
and his wife Janine have two children, 
Raygan Christine, bom June 28, 2005 
and Reese Marie, bom May 18, 2007. 
Ryan is currently the Director of Safe 
Strides specializing in Vestibular Rehab 
for Gentiva Home Health Services in 
Knoxville, Tennessee.
00s
t fMft Robin Gillett Albrecht,, pW i  00, Elementary
Education, was married to 
Aaron Albrecht on July 30,
| 2005. The couple welcomed 
U f a son, Gavin Francis, bom  
March 15, 2008.
Patricia Warren Hansen, ’98, History, 
married John Hansen on July 22, 2006. 
Patricia is a social studies teacher at 
Brighton High School in Rochester, NY. 
John is Director of System Engineering 
PAETEC Communications. They have 
a daughter, Samantha Grace, bom 
December 24, 2007.
f i t t j A  Heather Lawson Stefanik, 
t ’98, Physical Therapy, was
married to Robb on July 15, 
* 2000. She and Robb welcomed
a daughter, Makayla Marie, 
^  on July 29, 2007.
Courtney Carmichael 
Marquart,’01, Physical 
Therapy, and Alex Marquart were 
united in marriage on March 15, 2008.
Mary Keesler Radomski, ’01, Social 
Work, married Todd Radomski on
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November 27, 2004. They couple 
welcomed triplet girls, Katelyn 
Elizabeth, Lauryn Christine and 
Jordyn Amelia, who were bom on 
December 30, 2007.
Brie Ann Crowther, ’04, Physician 
Assistant, and her husband, Dave 
have two children, Eli Thomas, bom 
September 25, 2006 and Finn Lewis, 
bom  March 17, 2008.
Brian Solecki, ’01, Physical Therapy, 
and Rajitha Abraham Solecki, ’01, 
Physical Therapy, were-married 
February 16, 2002. They have two 
sons, Sawyer, bom  December 4, 2005 
and Kingston, bom  June 4, 2007.
Phillip Mahunik, ’02, 
Physical Therapy, was 
joined in marriage with Sarah Jean 
Bremmer on September 2, 2007, in 
Ft. Collins, Colorado. The couple 
honeymooned in Hawaii and cur­
rently reside in Greeley, Colorado.
Emily Loomis McGrain, 
’02, Physical Therapy, and 
her husband, Justin, announce 
the birth of their son, Aiden, 
bom  March 2, 2008.
Sara Wolf Talbot, ’04, 
Business Administration, 
and Eric Talbot were married June 7, 
2008. Sara is employed with attorneys 
DiCerbo and Palumbo in Olean, NY. 
Eric is a 5th-grade teacher at Cuba- 
Rushford School District.
Angela Balling Barrett, 
’05, Elementary/Special 
Education, and Jeremiah Barrett were 
united in marriage August 16, 2008. 
The couple honeymooned in St. Pete’s 
Beach and now make their home in 
Tonawanda, NY.
Kellie Ekiert Catracchia, ’05, Physical 
Therapy, married Carl Catracchia on 
September 17, 2005. They have a daugh­
ter, Kasey Rae, born November 16, 2007.
Bryan Reed, ’02, Physical 
Therapy, and Jackie Bames 
Reed, ’03, Elementary/ 
Special Education, were 
married July 7, 2007. They 
welcomed their first child, a 
son, April 8, 2008.
Jordan Pulaski, ’03, 
Business Administration, 
announces his engagement 
to Elizabeth Bisbee. He 
proposed while they were on vacation 
in Rio de Janeiro and are planning an 
August 2010 wedding.
Laurence “Toby” Beahan, 
’04, History &  Government, 
was married to Nicole Grabski July 
12, 2008. The couple honeymooned 
in Colorado and now make their 
home in Lancaster, NY.
Antoinette DelBel, ’05, 
English, announces her 
engagement to Michael 
Bryant. An August 2009 
wedding is planned.
Nicole Didas, ’05, Physical 
Therapy, married Daniel 
Cumm on November 3, 2007. The 
couple honeymooned in the Bahamas. 
They make their home in Waverly, NY.
Rachel Wistner Reed, ’05, 
Education, was married to 












married to Jillian 
Kish on July 14, 
2007. They make 
their home in the 
Western New 
York area.
Julia Bonkowski Kennel, ’06, 
Elementary Education, was 
married to Brandon Kennel July 26, 
2008. The two will reside in Baltimore, 
Maryland, where they are both teachers.
Heather Metzger, ’06, 
Education, is engaged to 
Michael Robilotto.The 
couple are planning a 



















2007. They make their home in 
Mooresville, North Carolina.
Stephanie Lynn Hollar 
Weldy, ’07, Nurse 
Practitioner, was married to Gregory 
Weldy May 24, 2008. The couple 
honeymooned in Nassau, Bahamas.
Maria Lettiere,’08, 
Graphic Design, has 
accepted a position 
at Crowley Webb 
and Associates.
In Memoriam
Rita Siemieniecki Martin, ’67, 
Education, passed away April 
10, 2008.
Pamela Matter, ’72, Medical 
Records, passed away March 10, 
2008 after a brief illness. She has 
two surviving sisters, Irene Jowsey 
and Cheryl.
Sister Mary Louise Frainier, ’57, 
Music, died peacefully July 31, 
2008. She is survived by two 
sisters, Anne Charbonnet and Ruth 
Anderson, and many nieces and 
nephews. She was predeceased by 
two brothers, Albert and Richard 
Frainier.
Cathy Terrill Salzman, ’70, 
History & Government, passed 
away June 13, 2008 after a long 
struggle with cancer. She is survived 
by her husband, Robert Salzman; 
son Delbert Terrill III; daughters, 
Ashlely Terrill and Lauren Terrill; 
sister, Terry; brother, Sal, and nieces 
and nephews.
KEEP US INFORMED... APPEAR IN THE NEXT CIASS NOTES! es?
The Alumni Relations Office wants to keep in touch with you, our Alumni. Your input allows us to provide you with 
better services. Fill out the form below on both sides and drop it in the mail to us; we look forward to hearing from you.
Send to: Alumni Relations Office, 4380 Main Street, Amherst NY 14226 (You may also do this online at www.daemen.edu/alumni).
Current Name:
Name while attending College: Class Year: Course of Study:
Current Address (is this a new address?):
City/State/Zip:_______________________
Day phone:__________________________ Evening phone:
Please call me: □  Day □  Evening
J o b  News
Preferred email:
■announce that promotion or job change (including retirement) that you have worked so hard to earn. Let your classmates 
and fellow alum know of your achievements. ______________________________________________________________________________
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In Memoriam
Anna Ogorek, longtime member of 
the Daemen College Business Office, 
on July 4.
Anna discovered each day of her 
life in our Daemen community as a 
treasured gift. She will be remembered 
with a genuine smile and sincere
appreciation for the many years 
of gentle kindness she left behind.
“I think my Mom can best be 
remembered as someone who took 
care of people. So without any 
further adieu, I offer some of her 
insights on the care of pepple:
People Before Things -  
Mom always made sure that we got 
our priorities straight. Her primary 
filter was people -  they mattered the 
most. This piece of advice helped 
keep our heads screwed on straight.
Things are Things, People are 
People -
Whenever we broke things, even 
valuable things, she would take it in 
stride. She knew that, unlike things, 
people are irreplaceable.
Life is For the Living -  
Mom often mentioned that she was 
the last leaf on the tree -  meaning, 
she was the last surviving sibling of
seven. Instead of dwelling on the loss 
of some of the people that she loved 
most, Ann focused her attentions 
on her family, as well as her work.
My philosopher-Mother taught us 
to enjoy what we have, and never 
dwell on what we may have lost.
Laugh and the World Laughs with 
You, Cry and You Cry Alone  -  
I think she would give us a pass on 
this one today.
-  Anthony Ogorek 
Class of 1976
Marriages -  we are honored to announce the marriages of our alumni -  many alum are marrying each other!
Births -  your child(ren) can join our Baby Bear Club if you tell us when they were bom. We’ll send the child a letter and a 
Daemen College Baby Bear. ____________________________________________________ _________________________
Memorials -  tell us of the recent death of an alum or friend of the college.
Change of Address -  let us know where you are -  we reconnect many friends to rekindle old friendships, help reunite sororities/ 
fraternities, social clubs, etc. We can’t put your old friends in touch with you if we can’t find you!
Fond Memories -  one event (or many) which you remember from your College experience. Send a message out to your friends!
On May 22, 1955, the cornerstone laying ceremony took place for Marian Library. Pictured from left: 
Reverend Stephen Gerencser, S.P., Ph.D., Philosophy; The Most Reverend Joseph A. Burke, D .D ., Director 
of Diocesan Educational Activity; and Reverend John B. O ’Malley, Chaplain of Rosary Hill College.
_  "1111,1 tww t,
Right on Schedule: Drivers passing the Daemen College campus along Main Street in Amherst can't miss the new Daemen Center 
for Information, Research, and Community Programs. The 45,000 square foot Information Center is being built with "green" design 
features, to conserve energy, water, and other resources, maximize the use of recycled materials, and minimize the use of toxic 
materials. It is scheduled to open in January, 2009. Additional photos of the Center can be found inside this issue.
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